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The banded sediments of the Elatina formation provide a 'snapshot" of the lunar orbit as it was in 
the late Precambrian circa 680 My ago through sedimentological recording of variations in the luni-solar 
tidal disturbance potential which vary fluviotidal interactions near the Elatina site (1). 

The ten meter formation consists of two distinct types of banding refered to as light bands and dark 
bands (2,3). The light bands are visible as a result of a variation in grain sise which in turn reflects 
a variation in the granularity of suspended sediment at the time and point of Elatina deposition. The 
grain size is presumed to be a function of the distance these sediments were carried beyond the point 
where their conveying runoff initially contacted the stationary lagoonal waters of the Precambrian Elatina 
region. Assuming reasonably stationary geography over the time of formation (about 53 years if the light 
bands are diurnal), this distance is directly related to  the height of the water level and hence the tidal 
amplitude. 

At intervals of eleven or twelve of these light bands the regular oscillation of grain sizes is interrupted 
and very fine dark laminations are found (2,3). According to the model, water levels at and above the 
neap tide ebb temporarily terminated sedimentation altogether as the suspended grains were all deposited 
upstream of the Elatina site. As a result, recording of the diurnal light band cycle ceased for periods of 
several days during neap tide conditions (when the EarthIMoon line is at a right angle to the Earth/Sun 
line) allowing the clayey particles suspended in the lagoon itself to precipitate to form a dark band. While 
the light band diurnal record is incomplete as a result of this periodic cessation of sedimentation, the 
dark bands provide an uninterrupted sequence of fortnightly t tidal intensities. 

The Elatina samples have also recorded multiple annual phenomena including seasonal runoff fluc- 
tuations and oscillation of the Earth-Sun distance. As a result, the data show an overall modulation 
envelope with a period of one year. By assuming the Earth's orbital period has remained unchanged 
over the last 680 My, additional periodic features can be calibrated with reference to this one year time 
scale. Spectral time series analysis of dark band thicknesses indicates 26.24 f .02 dark bands per year 
implying 13.12 f .O1 synodic or 14.12 f .O1 sidereal lunar orbits. This corresponds to a semi-major axis 
of 3.678 f .002 x lo5 km, a 4.3 percent variation from the present value (4). Assuming the angular 
momentum of the Earth-Moon system is conserved, the Precambrian terrestrial angular velocity was 
7.94 f . 0 1 ~ 1 0 - ~  radians per aecond resulting in a 21.98 f .03 hour day and a 398.8 f 0.5 day year. 

The lunar orbit's eccentriciy is manifested in the Elatina tidal record by aections of alternating thick 
and thin dark bands. These segments are indicative of alignment between the lunar line of apsides and 
the earth-sun line of centers as shown in Figure 1. This configuration produces spring tides alternately at 
lunar apogee and perigee resulting in a sawtooth pattern of spring tidal intensity. As a result of relative 
motion between the lunar apsides and the line of centers, this pattern disapears, reverses, and repeats 
itself with a period of & years, where Pa is the period of the rotation of the lunar line of apsides. 
Based on this formula, the data indicate a Pa of 9.71 f .O1 years. This is greater than the modern value 
of 8.85 years (4), but is consistant within the Precambrian scenario. 
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Flg. 1 a, The lunar orbit (detail) and the motion of the orbit 
about the Sun. The Earth is at the focur 0. F o d g h t l y  tidal 
amplitude maxima occur when the Moon is aligned along CC', 
the radius vector from the Sun (new or full moon), but the two 
monthly maxima are generally unequal except when the radius 
vmor  to the Sun is aligned with the l a m  rcclum. BB'. Fonnightiy 
maxima peak for alignment of the radius vmor  with A X .  Further 
effects because of non-coplanarity of orbits arc not shown. b, 
Configuration of the lunar orbit diagramming orbital a m  when 
sedimentation is 'on'. These are QCQ' and QC'Q'--periselene and 
aporelene. The alternate arcs. Q'B'Q' and QBQ. mrmpond  to 
times given in Fig. 2 when tidal cutoff occurs. The configuration 
shown here cornponds to the semi-annual maxima when the 
radius vector from the Sun is aligned with the major axis. CC'. 
The alternative is whm aligned along the l a m  rectum (see Fig. 2). 

Fb. 2 Schematic of the (linear) tidal modulator. The exaggerated 
sbpe of the bonom of the embaymmt ptrforms a linear operation 
oa the tidal range. h u s e  the bypothaired Elatina site ir otfvt 
horn the mean equilibrium tidal position. variable sampling of the 
daily range of the embaymem range d d m d  by the point of rig- 
aidcant energy exchange becween the lagoon water and the river 

flow (not shorn)  mtering from the left. 
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